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ACRONYMS
CBE

Central Bank of Egypt

CCP

Central Counterparty

EFSA

Egyptian Financial Services Authority

ETS

Electronic Trading System

CSD

Central Securities Depository

C&S

Clearing and Settlement

DBV

Delivery by Value

DVD

Delivery versus Delivery

DVP

Delivery versus Payment

ECSDA

European Central Securities Depository Association

FIFO

First in First Out

FOD

Free of Delivery

FOP

Free of Payment

ICSD

International Central Depository

LE

Egyptian Pounds

MCDR

Misr for Central Clearing, Depository and Registry

MoF

Ministry of Finance

PDs

Primary Dealers

PFOD

Payment Free of Delivery

RTGS

Real Time Gross Settlement

T-Bills

Treasury Bills

T-Bonds

Treasury Bonds
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Introduction and purpose of this document
This document is to be used as a working tool by CBE to define the detailed user requirements
for a CSD for MoF and CBE issued instruments.
This document should be read in combination with the general principles document “Draft
Outline of strategic definitions at CBE for the development of a CSD” (November 18, 2009). The
strategic decisions that reflect the market vision of MoF and CBE should be taken before a final
user requirement document is elaborated.
Recommended steps after review and further refinement of this document are the following:





Decisions on the strategic aspects of the System structure (e.g. users, modules, account
model, priority functionalities, etc.).
Catalogue of the selected functionalities and their priority.
Reality check of desired functionalities within Egyptian context and CBE´s policies.
Elaboration of a final version of user requirement with greater detail than what is
contained in this document. This document needs to be developed in consultation with
the different user groups of the future System and with the team in charge of its
development. The degree of detail will be defined by the entity/unit in charge of the
development of the System.

It should be noted that a future user requirement document should be the result of an iterative
process requiring:




Strategic decisions affecting the market structure being made by management responsible
for policy design.
Involvement of the different user groups of the future system (internal and external) so
that their needs and constraints are taken into account.
Involvement of a multidisciplinary team in charge of the development of the system
covering the following expertise: business rules design, operational functioning of current
processes, IT functional and architectural design.


This document does not cover validations of functionalities, nor detailed workflows containing
principal and alternative flows, nor IT requirements. All these elements would need to be
developed once the steps mentioned above containing further definition of the functionalities of
the System are completed.
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1. SCOPE OF THE SYSTEM
1.1.

General Scope

The System is mission critical for both MoF and CBE, and will be able to provide all services
related to public debt securities bookkeeping entry, asset servicing and clearing and settlement of
both primary and secondary markets. For this purpose, the System will have the following
modules:








Central Depository: registry functions
Central Depository: custody functions
Clearing and settlement
Risk and collateral management
Billing and accounting1
Supervision and control
System administration

Diagram 1: Operational model
Other CSDs
• Local (MCDR)
• International

Issuers
• MoF
• CBE

Markets
• Primary
• Secondary and repos
(Locked-in-trades)

Markets
• Secondary, repos
and free of payment

Trade
matching

Local custodians
(direct participants)

Clearing &
Settlement

Central
Depository:
Registry

Risk and
collateral
management

Central
Depository:
Custody
CBE’s RTGS

1

Requirements for i) Billing and accounting; ii) supervision and control; and iii) system administration will be
covered in the second version of the document.
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1.2.

Stakeholders and actors within the system

Stakeholders include all parties that interact with the System either in its policy, governance, and
operation, or as users (originators of instructions or receivers of outcomes). The latter include
material outcomes (e.g. settlement instructions), reports or statistical information. Within the
group of stakeholders actors will be defined as users with will different degrees of access to the
system depending on their role within each module, service, functionality or set of data. Access
will be determined by the nature of each actor, its legal attributions and CBE´s policy decisions.
The System will therefore support a hierarchical model of roles and access rights ensuring
the segregation of both functions and data that could be accessed by each actor.
While a general proposal will be submitted of actors that interact with each service, CBE would
need to define in detail which actor is entitled access each functionality within each service.

Table 1: Stakeholders and actors in the System
Stakeholder

Definition2

Investor

Individual or legal entity that provides instructions
to securities investments, settlement or other
transactions with an impact on the legal ownership
or status of its assets.
An entity with supervisory and/or regulatory
responsibilities over the System or its users.
An entity, which after a primary market placement,
obligated on a security or other financial instrument
by means of paying a pre-established coupon and/or
amount at maturity or at early redemption rate.
Payment may take the form of securities in the case
of switch operations.
An institution that acts on behalf of the issuer in its
relationship with the CSD for
the benefit of the issuer. It may have different roles
depending on the delegation powers awarded by the
issuer: registry agent, placement agent.
An institution that, acting on behalf of an issuer,
makes payments to holders of securities (eg
payments of interest or principal).

Supervisor/regulator A3
Issuer A

Issuer’s agent A

Paying agent A

Direct securities account
holders4

Entity in
Egypt
Eligible
individual or
legal entities
CBE
EFSA
CBE
MoF

CBE on behalf
of MoF

CBE on behalf
of MoF

An entity that is eligible to directly hold a securities
account either proprietary or for third parties. There
are three types of direct account holders.

2

Definitions have been taken to the extent possible form the BIS glossary (CPSS, Glossary of terms used in
Payments and Settlement systems, March 2003) or from the ECB glossary.
3
“A” means Actor.
4
Terminology used is taken from Euroclear. A discussion needs to take place to assess if CBN agrees on this list of
eligible participants, particularly for the single settlement bank client, as well as on the terminology used.
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Stakeholder

Definition2

a. Custodian and settlement
bank (SB) A

An entity that holds proprietary and third party
securities accounts and a cash account at CBE for
settlement of the cash leg.

b. Custodian and general
settlement bank client
(GSBC) A

An entity that holds proprietary and third party
securities accounts and uses the services of a
settlement bank to settle the cash at CBE)The CSD
will register a cap of the authorized cash agreed
between each a GSBC and a SB.
An entity that holds only proprietary securities
accounts and uses the services of a settlement bank
to settle the cash at CBE (e.g. special institutional
investors). The CSD will register a cap of the
authorized cash agreed between each a SSBC and a
SB.
Where one custodian (eg a global custodian) holds
its securities through another custodian (eg a local
custodian), the latter is known as a subcustodian.
Applicable to arrangements between two local
CSDs

c. Single settlement bank client
(SSBC) A

d. Subcustodian A

Cash settlement bank A

Cash settlement institution A

Payment system A

Primary market administrator A

An account holder with the category of Settlement
bank that provides the service of settling cash for
direct securities account holders at the CSD
(GSBC, SSBC)
The institution across whose books cash transfers
between participants take place in order to achieve
settlement within a settlement system.
A set of instruments, banking procedures and,
typically, interbank funds transfer systems that
ensure the circulation of money (BIS) .
Legal entity that operates a primary market
placement venue

Secondary market administrator
A

Legal entity that operates a secondary market
placement venue

Monetary Operations
administrator A
Operator of Central Securities
Depository (CSD) A

Organizational unit within CBE that sends OMOs
instructions
Legal and organizational that operates the CSD
platform

Entity in
Egypt
CBE (in role of
custodian)
Banks and
Primary
Dealers
Investment
Banks and
eligible
Brokers
Eligible public
institutions or
institutional
investors

CBE if it held
T-Bonds in an
account at
MCDR

Eligible banks

CBE

CBE

CBE on its
own account
and on behalf
of MoF
CBE,
Eligible
External
providers
CBE
CBE
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1.3.

Instruments



Instruments to be registered include those that are issued by CBE or MoF as well as any
other instrument originally registered in another CSD (local or foreign) that is eligible to be
registered in the System under a sub- custody agreement.



Eligible instruments require to comply with the following criteria:
- Have an ISIN code, as instrument identifier, that can be generated by the System in the
registration process.
- Be registered in a domestic or international CSD when applicable (e.g. CBE, MCDR,
Clearstream);
- Settle in book-entry form.
- Be of any of the eligible types included in the next table.

Table 2: Eligible types of instruments to be registered in the System
Issuer
Type of instrument
Features of yield
Zero coupon
Discount
Fixed coupon bond
Periodic fixed coupon
MoF/CBE
Indexed (e.g. inflation
Periodic fixed coupon
linked)
Variable coupon
Periodic variable
coupon (with or
whithout spread)
Negotiable deposits
Equivalent to discount
Non negotiable deposits
Equivalent to discount

1.4.

Currency

Multiple currency

Transactions

1.4.1. Validations and parameters



A transaction type is defined by:
- Primary or secondary market
- Type of settlement (DVP, FOP, FOD, DBV, DVD)
- Number of legs or linked transactions
- Transaction originator: CBE, MoF, ETS, Custodian,etc.
- Purpose: market, OMOs, liquidity provisioning, etc.
- Other TBD?



Transactions files need to be defined by transaction type, and it detailed data needs to be
established .When appropriate file data needs to be validated in the system, together with its
consistency with the parameters set by type of transaction. The following table proposes a
non-exhaustive content for a generic transaction file:
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Item in transaction file

ISIN

Generic or
Specific to
transaction (G/S)
G

Validation check?

Registered and eligible
for type of transaction
n.a.

Securities nominal
amount
Cash amount leg 1
Cash amount leg 2

G

Currency

G

Type of transaction5
Valuation convention
Data specific to the
transaction- e.g. haircuts
for repos, repo or
securities lending rate
Authorized sender of
transaction if not
counterparty
Trading participants
Settlement participants
Settlement accounts
(principal or subaccounts)
Trade date

S
S
S

n.a.
Consistency with cash
amount of leg 1?
Same currency as issue
or eligible currency
Registered
Registered
Registered

S

Eligibility

G
G
G

Settlement date leg 1

G

Settlement date leg 2

S

Commissions
Taxes

S
S

Eligibility
Eligibility
Eligibility and active
(not suspended or
blocked)
Calendar and same as
submitting date
Calendar and
consistency with current
date
Calendar and
consistency with date
for leg1
Eligibility
Eligibility

S
S

G



CBE will decide which fields will need to be validated: e.g. if the file validates the
consistency of the cash amount with the valuation convention of the instrument.



Parameters set within the system, depending on the transaction type, should include by type
of transaction (not exhaustive list)
- Accounting movements generated by each transaction type (which securities account is
affected).
- Eligibility of security for that type of transaction.
- Eligible sender of that type of transaction.

5

Codes and their respective accounting movements should be developed by the types of transactions presented the
different subsections of section 1.4.
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-

Eligible participants in that type of transaction.
Eligible accounts for that type of transaction.
Eligible to trade match and/or to locked-in process.
Number of legs in the transaction: one (e.g. purchase/sale), two (e.g. repos).
Number of participants in the transaction: one (intra-custodian free delivery), two (e.g.
secondary market transactions), three (e.g. tri-party repo).
Type of settlement: DVP, FOP, FOV, DVD, DBV.
Type of settlement cycle: bilateral gross, technical multilateral net.
Length of settlement cycle: intraday (for two legged transactions – e.g. repos or sell-buy
backs), cash, forward. Standard cash cycle would define eligibility for margin call
Links to other processes (e.g. second leg or margin calls for repos).
Eligible for queuing (this will be linked to a special queue for the cash leg of securities
transactions at the RTGS).
Eligible for partial settlement.
Management of delays (including special cases such as trades dependent on others as sell
buy backs repos, securities lending ).
Management of failed trades.

1.4.2. Primary market transactions



Primary market transactions always involve the issuer on one side of the transaction and may
be the following:
Type of transaction
Outright placement
Re-opening

Buy-back
Switches

Securities lending facility by
issuer6

Definition/special features
Initial sale of a registered issue
Sale in subsequent tranches of
an issue that has been partially
placed on a previous date. May
require a previous increase of
the registered issue.
Partial or total early redemption
of an outstanding issue.
Exchange of an securities from
outstanding issue for securities
of new issue.
Loan of newly created
securities to eligible market
participants.

Type of settlement
DVP
DVP

DVP
DVD

DVP with two linked legs

6

To de decided if a special functionality needs to be built for this transaction. It may be conducted as loan of
securities in the issuer’s subaccount “unplaced issues”. In this case that subaccount should be eligible for securities
lending transactions.
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1.4.3. Secondary market transactions involving cash



Secondary market transactions involve always two market participants negotiating securities
of outstanding issues and may be the following:

Type of transaction

Definition/special features Type of settlement

Outright spot purchases
and sales
Forwards purchases and
sales

Spot means within the
standard
Beyond standard settlement
cycle, and therefore may be
eligible to margin calls
 Two separate trades
linked and submitted
simultaneously.
 Leg two is conditional
to settlement of leg
one.
 Roll-over and early
termination options as
agreed by both parties.
 Option of margin calls.
 Single trade with two
legs.
 Leg two is conditional
to settlement of leg
one.
 Roll-over and early
termination options as
agreed by both parties.
 Option of margin calls.
 Single trade with two
legs.
 Leg two is conditional
to settlement of leg
one.
 Roll-over and early
termination options as
agreed by both parties.
 Option of margin calls.
 Single trade with two
legs.
 Leg two is conditional
to settlement of leg
one.
 Roll-over and early
termination options as
agreed by both parties.

Sell-buy-backs

Classic repurchase
agreements

Tri-party repurchase
agreements

Repos on basket of
collateral

DVP

Trade
matching/locked
in?
Both

DVP

Both

DVP with two linked
legs

Both

DVP with two linked
legs

Both

DVP with two linked
legs

Both

DBV or DVP with two
linked legs

TBD?
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Type of transaction

Definition/special features Type of settlement


Trade
matching/locked
in?

Option of margin calls.

1.4.4. Non market specific transactions



Settlement instructions generated within the system (not market transactions) may be of the
following types:

Type of transaction
Margin calls

Membership fees,
commissions, fines

Definition/special
features
If cash: automatic
settlement in next cycle
If securities: transfer
facility
Automatic settlement in
next cycle

Type of settlement

Origin of instruction

If cash: PFOD
If securities: FOP

Collateral management
module or bilateral
agreement?

PFOD

Billing module

1.4.5. Custody account transactions



Instructions that are specific of the custody activity generate only a security accounting
movement and not a cash settlement as follows.

Type of transaction

Type of settlement

Intra-custodian free
delivery

Definition/special
features
One or multiple ISIN
numbers

Inter-custodian free
delivery
Intra custodian pledge
(For the use of CBE)

One or multiple ISIN
numbers
 Only one ISIN?
 Stays in account of

FOP

Inter-custodian pledge
TBD




FOP

Only one ISIN?
Securities pledged
in sub-account of
pledger
 Finalized when
a. pledgee sends
message to liberate
pledge, or,
b. tri-party matching:
pledger+
pledge+CBE
operator backed

FOP

FOP

Trade
matching/locked in?
No. Only single
instruction from
custodian
Trade matching
No. Only single
instruction from
custodian
Trade matching for both
first and second leg of
pledge.
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Type of transaction

Collateral transfer or
withdrawal7

Definition/special
features
with legal
documents.
 Only one ISIN?
 Applies to margin
calls

Type of settlement

Trade
matching/locked in?

FOP

No

1.4.6. Securities lending



Securities lending may be of three types depending on the lender and the trigger of the
transaction

Type of transaction

Definition/special features Type of settlement

Bilateral securities
lending






Centralized securities
lending





Securities Lending
Facility by issuer





7

Lending of securities
between two account
holders/investors under
conditions agreed
bilaterally.
Roll-over and early
termination options
Option to deliver cash
instead of securities if
both parties agree.
Lending of securities to
back delivery failures
in settlement process.
Available securities
have been earmarked
for lending in a pool
managed by the
System and tariffs have
been pre-established.
Same special features
as in bilateral securities
lending
Lending of newly
created securities by
issuer to eligible
participants under
specific rules.
Roll-over and early
termination options

DVP with two linked
legs

Trade
matching/locked in
Both

DVP with two linked
legs

?

DVP with two linked
legs

?

May be operated as an inter-custodian free delivery but with no matching required.
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1.5.


Currencies

The system shall be multicurrency in two dimensions:
- Eligible securities issued in a different currency to the Egyptian pound to be settled in
that currency (if supported by the payment system)
- Eligible securities issued in one currency and settled in another settlement currency (e.g.
nominated in US$ and settled in LE).

1.6.

Markets and trading venues

The System should be able to receive and process settlement instructions originated in primary
and secondary markets.
1.6.1. Primary markets



Eligible primary markets should be able to send settlement instructions (see types of primary
market transactions) under the following conditions to be included in the system as
parameters:

Actor

Type of primary
market

Batch settlement

Real time
settlement

 Market Organizer
(CBE)
 Issuer or Agent
(MoF/CBE)

Direct transaction

Yes

Yes

Auction (direct or
reverse)

Yes

Yes

Option to net with
other markets or
coupon/maturity
payments
Yes
Yes

1.6.2. Secondary markets



Eligible secondary markets should be able to send settlement instructions (see types of
secondary market transactions) under the following conditions to be included in the system
as parameters:

“Actor”

 “Pure OTC”
 Market
Organizer

Origin of
settlement
instruction
Trade
matching
Locked-in

Real time
settlement
Yes

Yes

Batch/deferred Netting option
settlement
(bilateral and
multilateral)
Yes
Yes (TBD)

Yes

Yes

Multiple length
of settlement
cycles
Yes

Yes
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(CBE or
eligible
trading
venue)

from ETS

2. CENTRAL DEPOSITORY: REGISTRY FUNCTION
2.1.

Objectives and scope



Registry of issuers, issues and of eligible events and changes before maturity (e,g.
increases, decreases, early redemptions), including local issues and foreign issues
registered in Egypt through subcustodians.



Management of financial obligations linked to the issue, including generation of
settlement instructions and interaction with settlement module.



Reporting and availability for consultation of registered issue features, financial rights
and events associated with issues registered in the system.



Control of the integrity of registered issues through appropriate accounting schemes
and reconciliation processes of registered issues: outstanding balance of placed issues
registered in the System must be at all times equal to the sum of holdings in the different
custody accounts, including the different CSDs or Global Custodians that the System may
interact with.

2.2.







Actors

Issuer (MoF)
Issuer´s agent (CBE in the case of MoF)
Payment Bank (CBE in the case of MoF)
Other CSD (local or foreign)
Direct Account holder (for consultation purposes)
Administrator of CSD

2.3.

Services and functions

2.3.1. Initial registration of an issue and account structure


A global issuer´s account should be registered when an issue is first registered in the system
and may be associated to multiple issues.
16



The registry of an issue/s by a local or foreign issues (or by the issuer´s agent) may include:
- multiple issues or;
- an individual issue



The registry may be conducted either by:
- the internal user of the System (priority option);
- the user of the issuer or its agent through a direct interface with the system.



Data to register an issue (see details in annex 1) is of two types:
- features of the issue;
- negotiability features (e.g.: type of market, type of participants, repo eligibility, C&S
cycle features).



The registration process includes the generation of an ISIN number following ANNA
standards.



After registration of the issuer an account number (for that particular issuer) is generated by
the system according to a unique structure common to all issuer´s accounts within the
system. The proposed account structure should include the following (TBD and check
consistency with custody accounts and cash account structure in payment system):
- Digits identifying the nature of the account as an issuer account (as opposed to a custody
or a cash account).
- Digits identifying the issuer responsible for that account (a single identifier per issuer in
the system should be established).
- Digits identifying the sub-account (unplaced securities, placed securities, securities on
loan, early redemption securities
- Check digit following a pre-determined algorithm.



Each issuer account would have the balance of authorized/registered securities by ISIN
number according to the following structure (sub-accounts):
- Unplaced securities
- Placed securities
- Securities on loan
- Early redemption securities



All balances in each sub-account may increase or diminish during the life of the issue
according to authorized transactions generated either by the issuer (or its agent) or by
settlement instructions from the market (see section 2.3.3. Events and changes of an issue
before maturity).



The System shall enable that very short term securities (term to be determined by issuer –
CBE or MoF, e.g. 7, 14 days) will be able to be registered and allocated through a single
instruction. That is the placement file will also submit the registration details.
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2.3.2. Cross-central depository arrangements*


The same procedure as for local issues should be followed to register issues originally
registered in another CSD (e.g. Euroclear, MCDR) with two distinctive features:
- The issue is always registered by the designated user within the System, after receiving
the registry instruction of the original CSD or its eligible sub-custodian.
- The internal user of the System should verify through the authorized original CSD the
features of the issue, including its ISIN number.



Once the issue is registered a procedure should be designed to register the entry and exit of
securities from the System’s sub-custody accounts. The process should include the file
exchange with the beneficial owners of the transferred securities between the two CSDs, so
that the appropriate holdings are registered the final beneficiary account.



The System will have a mirror account reflecting registered holdings that are originally
registered in another CSD. These holdings will be reconciled at all times with the holdings of
direct account holders.



The System´s direct account holders will have in the same custody account:
- Balances of securities originally registered in the System.
- Balances of securities originally registered in another CSD (e.g. Euroclear, MCDR),
which are held in the System through a sub-custody arrangement.



All authorized transactions and queries designed for securities originally registered in the
System will also be applicable to securities registered through the sub-custody arrangement.



The system will also have a special account for those securities originally registered in the
System that are held in a different CSD through a sub-custodial arrangement.

2.3.3. Management of events and changes of an issue before maturity


Issues may be subject to different events before maturity that include:
a. Placement or re-openings in multiple dates after registry (after instructions from C&S
module)
b. Increase or reduction of registered balance
c. Total or partial early redemption of placed holdings (buy backs- after instructions from
C&S module)
d. Total or partial switches of one issue for a single or multiple other registered issues (after
instructions from C&S module).



The following events are triggered by the issuer or its agent an may be performed by them or
by the System´s designated user:
- Increase or decrease of registered balance
18



The following events are triggered by a settlement instruction coming from the market (direct
operation or from the auction system):
- Re-opening
- Total or partial buy-back
- Total or partial securities switches



All events implying an increase of the holdings of a registered issue (a and d above) require
validation that there is sufficient balance of un-placed securities of that issue.



The general structure of an issue account should include the following data:
- Registered issue= un-placed securities + placed securities + on loan securities,
in aggregated and disaggregated form by direct account holder. Unplaced securities may
be blocked from an operational perspective during the primary market settlement
process.
- Trace of all events during the life of the issue with their date of application and features.



Issues may have the following different status:
- Registered and active = un-placed securities+ placed securities+ on loan securities
- Matured and paid (inactive)
- Matured and pending payment (one or more coupons and principal may be pending if
payment has been delayed ): negotiable o blocked
- Blocked??



Issues may be blocked temporarily for any form of settlement by the designated user of the
system following instructions from the market supervisor?.

2.3.4. Management of financial obligations linked to an issue


The system will monitor due dates and amounts of payment of coupons and principal of
registered instruments and generate automatic settlement instructions to be processed by the
clearing and settlement module.



Calculation of coupon and principal amounts will depend on their type:
- For fixed coupons and principals the amount to be paid by the issuer is registered in the
system per due date at the moment of issue registration.
- For variable coupons and indexed linked instruments, the System registers:
a) the reference to be used (e.g. libor, inflation, etc.);
b) the source of the selected reference;
c) the date to select the eligible reference if applicable8 (e.g. number of days before the
next coupon starts running);
d) the date to request from the System´s designated user the reference data to update the
value of the coupon;
e) the frequency of updates of eligible references.

8

The rate of deposits is periodically updated but not at fixed terms.
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The financial obligations payment process will include the following steps:
Step 1: Notification of global amount to issuer, to issuer’s agent and to payment bank
a. Calculation of the global amount to be paid by the issuer x number of days
(parameter to be determined with issuer) before payment date.
b. Notification to the issuer or its agent to reconcile with its own records.
c. Confirmation or rejection from the issuer or its agent of due payment amount. In the
unlikely event of a rejection, a reconciliation process will take place between the
issuer and the System to set the right amount.
Step 2: Record of beneficiaries and payment
a. Record date (typically one day before payment date): generation of financial
obligations settlement instruction with the following movements:
o Debit amount from issuer´s designated account at payment bank.
o Credit amount to custodian banks according to their holdings on record date.
b. Payment date: payment in two steps
Step 1: Payment to bridge account
o Debit amount from issuer´s designated account at payment bank.
o Credit amount to bridge account at CBE.
Step 2: Payment to final beneficiaries
o Debit amount from bridge account at CBE
o Credit to eligible cash accounts of custodians at CBE
o Registration of coupon/maturity paid
o Notification to all parties: issuer, custodians, designated users in the system

2.3.5. Reports and queries of registered issues and their financial flows


Designated users (e.g. issuers, issuer´s agents, account holders, etc.) should be able to consult
on demand which are the registered issues and its features.



The issuer and its agent should be able to receive on demand, or with a specific set
periodicity, reports of projected financial flows of their registered issues (coupons and
principal payments). In the case of indexed coupons the size of the last paid coupon is used
as reference to calculate pending coupons.



Account holders should be able to receive on demand reports of projected financial flows of
the holdings in the individual accounts they manage (coupons and principal payments). In the
case of indexed coupons the same criteria as mentioned in the paragraph above will be used.

2.3.6. Queries of the status and events of an issue


The issuer and its agents, as well as any other designated user should be able to receive on
demand the following reports (not exhaustive):
- Status of the issue according to the following:
o Registered = un-placed securities+ placed securities
o Matured and paid (inactive)
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o Matured and pending payment (one or more coupons and principal may be
pending if payment has been delayed ): negotiable o blocked
o Blocked??
- Negotiability by type of market en eligible participants.
- Events that have modified any feature of an issue (coupon payment, placement dates,
issue increases or reductions, early redemptions or switches).
2.3.7. Reconciliation of registered issues and custodian´s holdings


The System should maintain reconciliation at all times of placed issues by ISIN number
(including issues in the mirror sub-custody account) and the corresponding registered
holdings in the different account holder´s sub-accounts (see in section 3.3.1.).



The System should be able conduct the following reconciliations with its direct account
holders
- Export on demand (or at set times) files with its own registries of holder´s accounts for
reconciliation at their back-offices.
- Import/export on demand or at set time files to reconcile with other CSDs with which it
holds sub-custody relations.

3. CENTRAL DEPOSITORY: CUSTODY FUNCTION
3.1.

Objectives and Scope



Opening and maintenance of securities accounts and sub-accounts for each registered
account holder (direct or indirect).



Events and transactions affecting accounts and its holdings of securities (pledges and
embargos).



Free of payments deliveries of securities between custodians accounts, including
transfers for collateral management.



Calculation of tax claims for exempt accounts/investors.



Custody functions for the benefit of CBE acting as custodian: proprietary accounts and
collateral management.



Sub-custody accounts to link up with other domestic or foreign CSDs.



Reporting of account statements at different levels, per direct account holder and final
beneficiary.
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3.2.




Actors

Custodian or direct account holder (Three categories- SB, GSBC,SSBC- see table in section
1.2.)
External CSD (local o foreign)
System users in roles of:
- Administrator
- Central depository
- Custodian or direct account holder
- Custodian as collateral manager

3.3.

Services

3.3.1. Account opening and maintenance



Accounts may of three types depending their ownership and degree of segregation:
- Proprietary accounts owned by direct account holders.
- Omnibus third party accounts.
- Individual accounts owned by final beneficiaries but operated by a custodian. Ownership
may be individual or co-ownership. Individual accounts may be owned by individuals or
by legal entities that are clients of direct account holders.



Data to be included when opening an account:
- Type of investor according to the structure defined in annex 2 (TBD with CBE).
- Tax status of account beneficiary
- Certain types of investors (e.g. mutual funds) will have a single ID number introduced in
the account data so that a query may be made to trace all their holdings within the
System.
- TBD what to be included in account registry form (e.g. ID number) or only registered in
custodian´s back-office or on a voluntary basis.



Depending on the type of direct account holder9 additional data should be included as
follows:

Type of direct account holder

Specific data to be included

Custodian and settlement bank (SB)




Custodian and general settlement bank client
(GSBC)
Custodian and single settlement bank client
(SSBC)



Cash account in payment system
GSBC and SSBC for which it settles the cash
leg and credit cap
Settlement bank



Settlement bank

9

Names for the different account holders have been taken from Euroclear’s model. CBE will be making a decision
on the appropriateness of the proposed types of account holders and on their names.
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An account number is generated by the system according to a unique structure common to all
direct accounts within the system. The proposed account structure should include the
following (TBD and check consistency with account structure in payment system):
- Digits identifying the nature of the account as custody account (as opposed to an issue
account).
- Digits identifying the custodian responsible for that account (a single identifier per
custodian in the system should be established).
- Digits identifying the sub-account (available for negotiation, pledged, etc.).
- Digits identifying the unique internal account number as a sequence per account holder.
- Check digit following a pre-determined algorithm.



Possible actions on the accounts, which are conducted by different actors include:
- Opening
- Ordinary maintenance: movements of securities between subaccounts, settlement and
reconciliations.
- Pledges
- Embargos (may affect the whole account or only some securities)
- Suspension with indication of reason and term, which could be undefined.
- Closing with indication of reason.



Possible subaccounts for each account are the following (TBD):
- Available for negotiation.
- In transit (operational account to block securities when settlement transaction is taking
place).
- Pledged for third party (TBD).
- Blocked as collateral: securities balances that are not committed to specific transactions
may be transferred to another eligible account.
- Under embargo.



Possible status of an account are:
- Active.
- Under embargo.
- Suspended.
- Closed (the numbers of closed accounts cannot be re-used).

3.3.2. Actions on custody accounts: definitions and actors



Actions conducted on custody accounts may be classified as follows:

Action/functionality
Initial opening

Definition
Allocation of a proprietary
account and the right to open
accounts for third parties.

Authorized actor
Designated user in the System
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Action/functionality
Opening of third party accounts
Deliveries free of payment

Pledging

Embargo

Blocking as collateral

Suspension

Closing

Definition
Open accounts to clients
(individual or legal entities)
Transfer of securities from two
different owners accounts within
the same custodian or between
two different custodians. One or
more ISIN numbers may be
transferred at one time.
Transfer of securities to a
subaccount that limits their
availability in favor of third party
for specified reason (e.g. loan
collateral).
Transfer of securities to a subaccount that limits their
availability due to a court
resolution.

Authorized actor
Custodian or direct account
holder (SB, GSBC)
Custodian sending or receiving
securities may initiate the
transaction which requires
matching by the receiving party.

Permanent inactive status of
account



Custodian responsible for
managing the account.

TBD regulations backing legal
status of this account
 Custodian responsible for
managing the account when
third party account.
 Designated user in the
System when it is the
proprietary account of a
custodian.
TBD regulations backing legal
status of this account
Transfer of securities to a sub Transfer in: custodian
account that limits their
responsible for managing the
availability to back as collateral a
account or settlement
specific financial operation with
instruction
another party.
 Transfer out: designated user
of System or settlement
instruction
TBD regulations backing legal
status of this account
Temporary inactive status of a
 Custodian responsible for
specific account caused by premanaging the account when
determined reasons.
third party account.
 Designated user in the
System when it is the
proprietary account of a
custodian.



Reconciliation

Export files from the system
with custody holdings to
reconcile System´s securities



Custodian responsible for
managing the account when
third party account.
Designated user in the
System when it is the
proprietary account of a
custodian.
Custodian responsible for
managing the accounts when
files are exported from the
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Action/functionality

Definition
balances with Custodian´s back
office securities balances.

Authorized actor
System.

3.3.3. General structure of accounts within the system



In general it is proposed (TBD) that accounts within the system are structured in the
following tiers:
- Tier 1: Central Depository
1.1.
Original issue account.
1.2.
Mirror issue account (for issues originally registered in other CSDs or registered
in the System and held in another CSD).
- Tier 2: Custodian
2.1.
Proprietary account with five sub-accounts10.
2.2.
Multiple number of individual clients´ accounts with five sub-accounts each.

3.3.4. Reports and statements of custody accounts



An account should be able to generate on a daily basis:
- Detailed account statements.
- Account reconciliation files through the export of files in the back-office of the custodian.



An account should be able to generate the tax claims eligible for that specific account
(TBD how this functionality should work. depending on needs at CBE???



The format of the account statement should include at least the following information:
- Securities balances filtered by issue (ISIN), currency, original CSD (if applicable) , and
status (sub-accounts) for each balance (available for negotiation, pledged, etc).
- Movements and transactions that back-up a given outstanding balance of securities within
a defined range of dates.
- Outstanding balance of securities in contracts pending settlement (includes securities
pending reception or delivery that have been accepted/validated for settlement by the
System).
- Report of pending maturing coupons and principals.



Global account statements will be delivered on demand to the System’s administrator
following the criteria mentioned in the above paragraph by participant, market, settlement
date, etc.

10

The five proposed sub-accounts are the following: Available for negotiation; in transit (operational
account to block securities when settlement transaction is taking place); pledged for third party (TBD);
blocked as collateral; under embargo.
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4. CLEARING AND SETTLEMENT
4.1.

Objectives and scope



Reception of settlement instructions from eligible external contract originators, whether
locked in, for trade matching or generated internally by the System (primary markets,
secondary markets, coupon and principal payments, billing, etc.) with different transaction
types and eligible currencies.



Trade matching facility for eligible account holders.



Trade allocation facility for validated transactions received through locked-in or trade
matching facilities



Trade substitution facility (optional) for validated and allocated transactions, including
confirmation with new settlement parties.



Management of validated settlement instructions through their settlement covering:
-

Calculating settlement obligations net or gross per account holder by pre-determined
markets or settlement sessions.
Managing delivery versus payment process in interaction with Central Depository
module and RTGS at CBE.
Identifying and managing all incidents that may show up in the settlement cycle.
Applying risk management procedures when necessary throughout the settlement cycle.



Management of settlement processes when the securities leg is settled in a different CSD
(MCDR for T-Bonds)



Interaction with risk and collateral management module and other procedures to
address settlement contingencies: settlement re-schedules, guarantee funds, securities
lending, buy-ins or sell- outs, delayed or partial settlement, etc.

4.2.







Actors

Custodian or direct account holder (Three categories- SB, GSBC,SSBC- see table in section
1.2.)
Settlement bank (for cash leg of GSBC and SSBC)
Payment bank (for issuer financial obligations)
Issuer or its agent
Contract originators
System users in roles of:
- Administrator
- Central depository: registry
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4.3.


Custodian or direct account holder
Custodian as risk and collateral manager
Overview of transactions eligible for settlement and key features

The system should be able to register and settle the following types of securities transactions.

Transactions originators
Primary market
MoF
Placement
MoF
Liability management

CBE (OMO)
Secondary Market
CBE (OMO)

CBE (liquidity
management)
OTC market

Market organizer (ETS)

Custodian

Internal System’s
processes
CSD: Registry

11

Types of transactions &
type of settlement

Type of interface
instruction

 Issuance (DVP)

Locked-in






Issuance (DVP)
Buy-backs (DVP)
Switches (DVP)
Securities lending
(DVP)
Idem

Locked-in

 Sale/purchase(DVP)
 Repos/sell-buy backs
(DVP)
 Repos/sell-buy backs
(DVP or DBV)
 Sale/purchase(DVP)
 Repos/sell-buy backs
(DVP)
 Securities lending
(DVP)

Locked-in

 Sale/purchase(DVP)
 Repos/sell-buy backs
(DVP)
 Securities lending as
business (DVP)

Locked-in

 Securities lending for
failed trades (DVP)
 Transfer of securities
(FOP)
 Transfer for collateral
management (FOP)
 Collateral substitution
(DVD)

Locked-in

 Coupon and principal
(DVP with issue
registry)

Generated by System

Locked-in

Locked-in
To be matched

To be matched
One side instruction

Settlement
rules/parameters11 TBD

- Accounting movements
by transaction type.
- Eligible ISIN.
- Eligible sender.
- Eligible participants .
- Eligible to trade match/
locked-in.
- Number of legs.
- Number of participants.
- Type of settlement: DVP,
FOP, FOV, DVD, DBV.
- Type of settlement cycle:
gross, net, etc.
- Length of settlement
cycle: intraday, cash,
forward.
- Links to other processes
(e.g. second leg or
margin calls for repos).
- Eligible for queuing.
- Eligible for partial
settlement.
- Management of delays.
- Management of failed
trades.

See section 1.4.1. They need to be defined for each type of transaction.
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Transactions originators
CSD: Risk and collateral
management
CSD: Billing

Types of transactions &
type of settlement
 Margin calls (FOP/FOD)
 Securities lending
(DVP)
 Commissions (FOD)
 Membership and other
regular charges (FOD)
 Fines (FOD)
 Taxes? (FOD)

Type of interface
instruction
Generated by System

Settlement
rules/parameters11 TBD

Generated by System

Diagram 2: Overview of main settlement flows

Direct
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settlement
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Diagram 3: Overview of settlement flows: substitution from brokers and settlement of
securities leg in different CSD

Direct
account
holders
Brokers
(only
substitution)

Securitities
accounts
CBE’s CSD

Allocation in subaccounts and
substitution
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MCDR

Clearing
Transactions
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Locked-in

Stored for
settlement

Trade
matching

Settlement
banks

4.4.

Settlement
manager

Cash accounts
(RTGS)

Trade matching

4.4.1. Transactions to be matched



Trade matching is the process of comparing the settlement details of a pre-agreed transaction
resulting in securities movements “for cash” or “free of payment” between two securities
accounts in different registered custodians.



The following transaction may be matched

12

Transaction12

Type of
settlement

Reverse leg?

Cash and forward
purchases and
sales

DVP

No

New instruction
required to
reverse leg?
n.a.

Locked in as
well?
Yes

A detailed breakdown of each transaction is included in section 1.4.
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Transaction12

Type of
settlement

Reverse leg?

Two legged repo
instructions
Inter-custodian
securities
transfers
Inter-custodian
pledges

DVP

Locked in as
well?

Yes

New instruction
required to
reverse leg?
No

FOP

No

No

No

FOP

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

4.4.2. Trade matching rules



Each type of transaction require data specific to each transaction to be matched. In general
the following data needs to be matched (not exhaustive):
DVP (delivery versus payment)
Instruction type code
ISIN
Nominal amount
Cash amount (leg 1 and 2 if
applicable)
Currency
Haircut/margin if applicable
Buy/sell
Buy party ID number
Sell party ID number
CSD to settle the securities leg
Receiving securities accounts
(optional)
Delivering securities accounts
(optional)
Trade date
Settlement date
Common transaction trading code
used by front-office desks

FOP (free of payment)
Instruction type code
ISIN
Nominal amount
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
Delivery/receive
Receiving party ID number
Delivering party ID number
CSD to settle the securities leg
Receiving securities accounts
Delivering securities accounts
Trade date
Settlement date
n.a.



There will be no tolerance amount for matching on DVP transactions depending on the size
of the cash amount13.



The process of matching should be subject to the following rules:

13

Not all countries have tolerance amounts in matching procedures. As an example the ECSDA proposes a
tolerance amount of EU 25 when the cash value is above EU 100,000 or EU 2 when it is EU100,000 or less.
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-

-

-

4.5.

Unmatched transaction will be left “pending to be matched” for a pre-established
parameter of time (days). For each individual transaction this parameter cannot be longer
than the registered settlement date for that transaction.
Parties to the “pending to be matched” transactions will be able to consult the following
information:
o The sending party will see all the details sent
o The counterparty that has not sent the instruction to be matched will be able to
consult “pending to be matched instructions” by counterparty and ISIN number
only (TBD).
Unmatched transactions will be notified to participants in the trade.
A party may cancel, amend or put on-hold an unmatched transaction.
Once a trade has been matched an internal transaction number will be generated by the
system.
Once a trade has been matched, a single party may amend trade data that is not material
to the trade (e.g. settlement account/s), before it is validated for settlement.
Once the trade has been matched both parties may agree to cancel, amend or put on hold
the trade by introducing an instruction to be matched with reference to the original
matched trade number, and as long as the trade has not been stored for settlement?. If the
latter has taken place, parties may introduce a trade that is symmetrical so that the
original trade is neutralized by the new one (TBD).
Submission of internalized transactions*



Market transactions made with custody clients by custodians shall be submitted as a
unilateral transaction (not to be matched) to the System and will receive a transaction
number. The same transaction will apply to transactions between the proprietary account of
the holder and its clients’ accounts.



Data in such files shall be the same as with transactions involving two counterparties. The
money leg is not matched but will be included for information purposes.



The upload of such files may be done on a one-by-one transaction basis or a group of
transactions for several clients. The interface will be either screen-based or through fileexchange.



Two-legged transactions (e.g. repos, securities lending, sell-buy-backs) shall be submitted as
for other counterparties, but the second leg will only be settled when the custodian instructs
settlement to the System, which will only involve settlement of the securities leg.

4.6.


Trade allocation option

Transactions may o may be not allocated to clients’ accounts before they are matched or
locked-in.
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Once a trade has been validated by the System (as matched or locked-in trade), the direct
account holder (custodian) responsible for the trade may re-allocate the trade to eligible
client’s sub-accounts under its responsibility.



The System will provide an interface for custodians to submit trade allocations and for the
required validations to be conducted (e.g. eligibility of account).

4.7.

Trade substitution option*

Pending to be decided and content discussed


After the BIS 2003 glossary trade substitution is defined as “the substitution of one party for
another in respect of an obligation. In a netting and settlement context, the term typically
refers to the process of amending a contract between two parties so that a third party is
interposed as counterparty to each of the two parties and the original contract between the
two parties is satisfied and discharged.”



The system will provide the option of trade substitution for eligible transactions after
validation of a matched or locked-in trade in two cases:
- Case 1: a broker or other intermediary trades on behalf of a client/s (e.g. broker is the
seller and client is the buyer; or the broker has two clients acting as buyer and seller to
the transaction) that have custodial arrangements with another custodian different to the
broker.
- Case 2: a broker with a custody account in the System is the counterparty to a trade of
client that has a custodial arrangement with a different entity.



Steps to be in both cases shall include:
- Eligible broker to conduct substitutions shall allocate trades to the accounts indicated by
the client/s in another eligible custodian.
- Reporting of allocations by the System to the concerned custodian/s.
- Confirmation/rejection of allocations from eligible custodian. If the custodian does not
reply by the established cut-off time, the settlement instruction is considered accepted by
the concerned custodian.
- If the allocation is rejected the custodian shall provide the rejection reason.
- The broker may re-allocate the trade to the same or other custodian for an unlimited
number of times within the established time window.
- If the trade is rejected within the established time window the broker will remain
responsible for that trade. TBD if the broker may re-submit the re-allocation on the next
session or will be obliged to settle the transaction on its own books or in the case of
failure to settle will be subject to the established penalizations.

4.8.

Phases in settlement cycle*
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Phases in the settlement cycle include the sequence established in the table but with the
following provisions:
- Locked-in transactions do not go through the trade match process.
- Trade allocation and trade substitution are optional processes.
- Generic instructions maintenance (amend, cancel, hold, release)
a. Will affect different parameters depending on what is appropriate and
authorized in each phase of the settlement cycle.
b. Will be done unilaterally or will need a bilateral agreement depending on the
rules set for each phase in the settlement cycle.

Diagram 4: main phases in settlement cycle

Locked-in trades
Trade matching
Events
generating
settlement
instructions

Clearing
Allocation

Stored for
settlement

and
Substitution
(optional)

(technical
netting
optional)

T

T

DVP Settlement

T to T+n
T to T+n

Stylized description of settlement cycle
Phase in cycle
1. Registration
2. Validation

3. Matching
(only if not locked-in)

Status of instruction
Pending to be sent
Sent
Rejected
Accepted for matching
Accepted/matching not required
Ready for matching
Unmatched
Matched

Instruction maintenance
Amend, cancel
Amend, cancel, hold/release
Amend
Amend, cancel, hold/release
Amend, cancel, hold/release
Amend, cancel
 Bilateral agreement:
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Phase in cycle

Status of instruction

Instruction maintenance
amend, cancel,
hold/release
 Unilateral change: only
data not linked to
matching (e.g. settlement
accounts)

4. Account allocation14
(Optional)
5. Trade substitution
(Optional)
6. Stored for settlement

Re-allocation accepted

Amend, cancel, hold/release

Substitution accepted
Substitution rejected
Validation of settlement data:
 Settlement date
 Status of the instruction (e.g.
on hold)
 Conditional instructions: two
legged instructions (repos)
 Settlement CSD15
 Accounting movements

Amend, cancel, hold/release
Amend, cancel, hold/release
Hold/Release
Hold only for cash, securities
PTD

7. Clearing

8. Settlement

14
15

Forwarded for settlement
Preparation of settlement
Amend credit cap.
obligations:
 Netting with eligible markets
and transactions (if required)
 Communication/confirmation
of the net to settlement
parties
 Confirmation of credit cap
for non-cash account holders
to Settlement Banks.
 Final positions for
settlement.
 Transmission of settlement
file to settlement.
DVP example
(single transactional unit)
 Operational blocking of
securities in seller´s account
 Settlement of cash leg
 Final settlement of securities
Failed attempt number x with
indication of cause (missing
securities or cash)
Failed settlement
Risk management/

Reallocation in repurchase agreements cannot assign the same collateral to various cash providers.
This validation applies when the securities leg will be settled in a different CSD than CBE’s, for example MCDR.
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Phase in cycle

Status of instruction
Partial settlement

Instruction maintenance
penalization procedures
Amendable: agreement in
original instruction or after
unsuccessful settlement
attempt, and thresholds for
partial settlement? TBD.

Risk
management/penalization
procedures TBD

Delayed partial or full
settlement to next cycle

Amendable: agreement in
original instruction or after
unsuccessful attempts or after
partial settlement.

Risk
management/penalization
procedures TBD
Successful settlement

4.9.


Specific functionalities for two-legged instructions vis a vis single legged*

Specific use case shall be developed for each transaction type contemplated in this document.
But for illustrative purposes the generic cycle for an outright sale compared with a
repurchase and a sell-buy-back will is shown in the following table.

Phase
Transaction
originator

Repurchase agreement
CBE, MoF, Eligible
market participant, ETS

Sell-buy-back
CBE, MoF, Eligible
market participant, ETS

Transaction
interface
- Trade matching
- Locked in
Trade submission
Account reallocation
Account substitution
Stored for
settlement

Both
The interface should be
validated with the
transaction originator
Two legs
Only to another single
account
Yes
Two legs (settlement of
leg 2 is automatic in due
date)

Both
The interface should be
validated with the
transaction originator
Two legs
Only to another single
account
Yes
Two legs (settlement of
leg 2 is automatic in due
date)

Outright purchase
CBE, MoF, Eligible
market participant,
ETS
Both
The interface should
be validated with the
transaction originator
One leg
Multiple accounts
Yes
One leg
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Phase
Specific settlement
validation
Specific optional
changes between
settlement of leg 1
and 2

Specific treatment of
fails

Repurchase agreement
Leg 1 has settled before
settlement of leg 2
Anticipation of settlement
date for leg 2 after
bilateral agreement with
cash amount for leg 2
being lower
Rollover of settlement
date for leg 2 with cash
amount of new leg 2 being
higher
If leg 1 fails:
- Leg 2 is eliminated or
- If failure is cash, then
leg 2 is still on (TBD)

Sell-buy-back
Leg 1 has settled before
settlement of leg 2
Anticipation of settlement
date for leg 2 after
bilateral agreement with
cash amount for leg 2

Outright purchase
n.a

Rollover of settlement
date for leg 2, with cash
amount of new leg 2
being higher
If leg 1 fails:
- Leg 2 is eliminated or
If failure is cash, then leg
2 is still on (TBD)

n.a.

n.a.

n.a. See section 4.14.
for options.

4.10. Audit trail and reporting throughout the settlement cycle


The System will keep a detailed audit trail of the processing of transactions during all
phases of the settlement cycle. Queries will be available to the designated System’s
administrators according to the following criteria by settlement date, market, participant and
type of transaction (not exhaustive):
- Transactions in each phase
- Delays or unexpected events
- Instruction maintenance actions that have been executed or are in the process of
confirmation (e.g. amendments).



The System will enable direct account holders to make the same queries described in the
above paragraph for the transactions that concern them.



The System will send automatic messages notifying incidents occurring in each phase to the
interested parties in the transaction, including the System’s administrator (incidents to be
established in a catalogue TBD).



The System will notify interested parties the result of the settlement cycle as follows:
- Successful settlement.
- Failed settlement because of securities/cash failure.
- Partial settlement with detailed information of results.

4.11. Settlement instructions


Settlement instructions processed by the system will be of the following types (see also for
more details section 1.4.):
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-

FOP (free of payment) consists of delivery free of payment and receive free of payment.
Securities are delivered or received without payment being made.
DVP (delivery versus payment) consists of delivery or receive of securities in exchange
for cash.
DVD (delivery versus delivery) consists of an exchange of securities between two
account holders.
FOD (payment free of delivery) consists of settlement of cash without the delivery of
securities. (e.g. commissions or fines)
DBV (delivery by value) consists of delivery of a single or group of eligible ISIN
according to a set cash value established after a securities valuation process.

4.12. Settlement cycles and sequence parameters


Settlement cycles may be of the following depending on the market and transaction type:
bilateral gross, bilateral net, technical multilateral net, multilateral net.



Bilateral gross settlement will have the following features:
- Real time
- Deferred time set by either the parties to the trade or the System operator
- Intraday in two legged transactions (sell buy backs, repos or securities lending)



Technical multilateral net settlement for the purpose of facilitating gross bilateral
settlement:
- Parameters exist to establish the net by market or by type of transaction per settlement
date, even if they belong to different markets.
- There may be various multilateral net within the same day.
- From a risk management perspective, there are no procedures in place to guarantee the
net, and trades that cannot be settled are excluded from the net.



The system shall be able to establish parameters for schedules of the different cycles to
accept and process settlement instructions. The following table provides an indicative (non
exhaustive) list of items to be included in the schedule parameters16:
Reception and generation of settlement
instructions
Record of accounts eligible for financial rights
(coupons and principal)
Primary market settlement instructions

Settlement

Calculation of margin calls

 Cut-off time for delivery of securities as
margin call
 Settlement of margin calls

Payment of financial rights (coupons and
principal)
Settlement of primary market

16

Bilateral net and multilateral net have been excluded as it is unlikely that these functionalities will be developed in
the first phase.
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Reception and generation of settlement
instructions
Window for reception of settlement instructions
for real time
Window for recycling of “failed” transactions
Cut-off time to received settlement instructions
for the technical multilateral net
Cut-off time to calculate the technical multilateral
net
Cut-off time of reception of instructions for same
day settlement
Window for FOP transactions



Settlement

Window for real time gross settlement

Settlement of technical multilateral net

Cut-off time for same day settlement
Cut-off time for FOP transactions

In general prioritization will follow a FIFO criteria.

4.13. Outline of settlement following DVP


Strictly speaking DVP means that at no time during settlement neither the seller nor the
buyer are in control of both securities and cash. Simultaneous transfer of both legs is almost
technically impossible, particularly when securities and payments take place in two different
systems. In general a technical blocking of securities is executed while cash is transferred
from the buyer’s to the seller’s account.



The delivery versus payment process may follow (TBD) the next steps as a single transaction
within the settlement process. Any problems in any of those phases will bring the transaction
to the initial pre-settlement phase.

Phase
S- x (x may be minutes, hours)
S-x
S
S
S

S

Description
Blocking of securities in seller’s
accounts
Sending cash settlement instruction
to CB payment system
Settlement of cash: debit buyer;
credit seller
Reporting of successful cash
settlement
Transfer of blocked securities to
buyer’s account (available for
trading account)
Reporting of successful settlement
of transaction

Status
In settlement process
Cash being settled
Cash being settled
Cash settled
Securities being settled

Transaction settled
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4.14. Risk management schemes
4.14.1. Categories of events interrupting settlement cycle


There are three types of events that interrupt the normal settlement cycle: incident within the
settlement window; risk management events within existing procedures; failure events.



Incident event: the settlement cycle is interrupted but participants have a window to
manage the situation and continue with the normal settlement cycle (e.g. recycling of trade
matching, or of settlement, or securities lending).



Risk management event: the settlement cycle is interrupted but the System’s Operator
may access procedures to continue the settlement cycle (e.g. centralized securities lending,
centralized liquidity facilities, reallocation of settlement accounts). TBD if a delayed
settlement comes under this category.



Failure management event: two non-exclusive actions may be conducted:
- The settlement cycle is interrupted and transactions with problems are excluded.
- Failed transactions are definitively cancelled or other measures may be taken (e.g. buy in
or sell out).

4.14.2. Risk management schemes by category*


Given the OTC nature of the market the System will follow three guiding principles:
- There is no obligation by the System to ensure settlement of validated transactions.
- Bilateral arrangements to change the original conditions of the trade will be accepted in
all phases of the settlement cycle.
- When no bilateral agreement is available, different mechanisms will be put in place to
minimize the impact of settlement problems for systemic risk considerations.



The table provides a non-exhaustive list of proposed events and possible actions to manage
them. CBE will have to validate that this list following their chosen risk management policy.

Category of problem

Type of problem

Incident event

Unmatched transaction
(non-validated data,
unable to match with
counterparties)

Re-allocation invalid

Procedures/Action/s to
be taken
Recycling of matching

 Recycling of reallocation
 Allocation to account
of sending party?

Parameters/decisions
to be taken
For how long? End of
day or several days as
long as before
settlement date?
Agreement of
counterparty required?
For how long? End of
day or several days as
long as before
settlement date?
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Category of problem

Risk management
event

Type of problem

Procedures/Action/s to
be taken

Substitution rejected

 Recycling of
substitution
 Allocation to account
of sending party?

Securities to be
delivered missing after
delay or fail of linked
trade
Securities or cash
missing in settlement
attempt

Bilateral Securities
Lending

Cash missing after last
authorized settlement
attempt (or intraday not
settled back)

Securities missing after
last authorized
settlement attempt

Failure management
event

Securities or cash
missing after all
accepted deadlines
May include partial
settlement

Re-cycling of settlement

 Technical multilateral
net for cash
 Cash queue
 Intraday cash lending
 Technical multilateral
net for securities
 Securities queue
 Securities lending
(central or bilateral)
 If intraday, same
treatment as RTGS
(overnight loan)?
 Delayed settlement?
 Partial settlement?





Securities lending?
Delayed settlement?
Partial settlement?
Compensation to
counterparty
 Penalization
 Cancellation of trades
with penalization?
 Buy-in/sell-out
procedure?

Parameters/decisions
to be taken
Agreement of
counterparty required?
For how long? End of
day or several days as
long as before
settlement date?
Agreement of
counterparty required?
Would there be any
cap/reference on the
cost of securities
lending?
How many times and
for how long would recycling of settlement be
allowed for? Until the
end of the day?
All three methods?
Follow current rules for
payment system?
All three methods?
Any preference on
central or bilateral SL?
Any cap on cost of SL?
Which method to
follow?
If delayed settlement for
how long before it is
considered a failed
trade?
Idem

Idem

 Repos or its equivalent transactions (sell-buy-backs, securities lending) may have a different
approach because of being a two legged and a collateralized transaction:
- If the first leg fails (securities or cash)there are two options:
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5.

a. The whole repo trade is considered failed, and the established penalizations may be
executed.
b. If the fail is on the delivery side the selling party will continue to pay interest until the
transaction is honored, as if cash had been received.
If the second leg fails both parties have a safeguard (cash and securities as collateral) but
procedures need to be put in place (repo agreement) to handle the different situations (e.g.
collateral exceeds the value of the repo).

COLLATERAL MANAGEMENT

5.4.

Objetives and scope



Management of collateral and auxiliary procedures for collateral related operations
between market participants and in CBE’s specific roles (OMO’s, liquidity provisions in
RTGS and interbank market)



Management of collateral valuation module (to-market and to-model).



Management of guarantee funds for other subsystems (e.g. check clearing house,
MCDR).



Management of centralized securities lending facility and in interaction with risk
management procedures (TBD).

5.5.





Actors

Custodian or direct account holder (Three categories- SB, GSBC,SSBC- see table in section
1.2.)
Settlement bank (for cash leg of GSBC and SSBC)
Payment bank (for issuer financial obligations)
System users in roles of:
- Administrator
- Custodian or direct account holder
- Custodian as risk and collateral manager

5.6.

CBE’s fiduciary services



CBE’s fiduciary responsibility may cover three types of roles: collateral manager of
transaction between market participants; collateral manager of CBE’s specific operations;
manager of guarantee fund for payment systems that settle on a multilateral net basis.



Collateral management of transactions between participants (TBD):
- Management of margin calls of sell-buy-backs/repurchase agreements.
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Collateral management for CBE’s specific transactions:
- Intraday liquidity injections for RTGS.
- Sell-buy-backs or repurchase agreements for OMOs or liquidity facilities.
-



Management of collateral of tri-party (collateral valuation, margin calls, collateral
substitution)

CBE as custodian of collateral: interbank trades; CBE and banks trades; guarantees
for other systems
Inter-banks services (e.g. margining and collateral accounts)

The guarantee fund may comprise different types of assets, depending on selected design
(cash, credit lines, securities, etc.) and there is a different fund for each system/market that
settles following a multilateral net scheme. Main features and functionalities of the guarantee
fund are (not exhaustive):
- The size will be determined by CBE but in general will follow BIS guideline: total
size should cover the position of the largest participant.
- Calculation of participant’s share depending on established parameters (global
amount and per participant).
- Daily reporting of changes in participant’s share.
- Daily valuation of funds assets.
- Activation of fund following pre-established procedures.
- Calculation and distribution (settlement instruction) of fund’s yield for each
participant according to its share.
- Management of payment of financial rights (coupons and maturities) of assets in the
fund to its owners.

5.7.

Guarantees to support settlement*

5.7.1. Collateral accounts for bilateral settlement



Collateral accounts will support transactions coming with eligible transactions originators.
This includes intraday liquidity injections originated by at the RTGS system.



The RTGS system will have a separately defined intraday liquidity injection facility to cover
needs related to the cash leg of a securities transaction.



There will be two types of collateral accounts which will be used depending on the choice
made by CBE as administrator of the System:
- Collateral sub-accounts at the account of each direct account holder with the
following features:
o The value of securities in this account is updated on a daily basis following
prices in the valuation module.
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o Securities may be earmarked with their respective value for specific external
systems (e.g. RTGS) that require reporting of the available “line of credit”
backed by the earmarked securities.
o CBE will define if securities that are not committed to any specific system or
transaction (e.g. RTGS intraday) may be freely transferred to other eligible
accounts.
o Settlement instructions involving “pre-immobilized” collateral will be settled
on these accounts. The RTGS intraday liquidity facility will be the main user
of this facility but other eligible transaction originators may be defined.
o Upon settlement (through DVP) the securities in these accounts will be
transferred to the account defined in the settlement instruction (e.g. CBE’s
account for RTGS collateral - TBD).
Collateral sub-accounts at CBE in its role as fiduciary of collateral will have the
following features:
o These accounts will be used for two types of functionalities: i) guarantees in
favor of CBE or any System it administers (e.g. RTGS); ii) guarantees in triparty repos in which CBE is the fiduciary for the collateral.
o The identity of each guarantee provider will be registered by CBE.
o Eligible participants will transfer securities available for collateral transactions
to CBE’s third party accounts.
o Transfer and withdrawal of securities from these sub-accounts will be made at
the request of market participants through a special “FOP guarantee transfer
instruction”, which does not require trade matching but will provide a
valuation of the securities on line. In the case of withdrawals the System will
validate if the security is already committed as collateral of an outstanding
transaction. In the case of transactions made against a basket of collateral an
ad-hoc process will take place to validate if the requested securities can be
withdrawn.

5.7.2. Guarantee funds for multilateral settlement



A guarantee fund shall be established for each eligible cash (e.g. check clearing house, ACH)
or securities settlement system (e.g. MCDR) following the generic rules established in
section 5.6., as well as the specific rules for each subsystem.



The triggers and use of each guarantee fund will be configured according to the business
rules established for each guarantee fund, but in general they will include the following:
- The fund will be used to as collateral for the missing cash in the settlement process it
guarantees. Cash will be provided by CBE.
- The fund will use first the defaulting participant’s share in the fund, and then will use
the rest of the participant’s share on a prorated basis according to their contribution to
the fund. The maximum amount of cash provided is established by the calculated
value of the guarantee fund.
- Once the fund has been fully used, each settlement system will implement its specific
rules to deal with settlement failures.
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5.8.


6.


Assets in the fund (see section 5.6. for proposed assets) will be used as collateral for
CBE as cash provider and according to its established value. The latter will be
established by the valuation module (5.8.).
Collateral used by CBE will be transferred to CBE’s collateral account.
The collateral will be returned when CBE receives back the cash lent, or alternatively
CBE may use the collateral to cover for the cash provided (rules TBD).

Collateral valuation services

The valuation module is a price database updated on a daily basis from pre-defined sources
that is used by the System for the following functionalities:
- Collateral valuation and management in sell-buy-backs/repurchase agreements
(classic and tri-party) between market participants.
- Valuation of assets in existing guarantee funds.
- Publication of a price index.

PROPOSED PRIORITIZATION*
The general structure of the system comprising the account structure and the types of actors
will all be included in phase 1

Issue
General requirements
Transactions

Markets
Transaction originators
Participants
Phases in settlement cycle
Interactions with other CSDs

Interfaces with external users

Phase 1

Phase 2

All except for those transactions
and features in phase 2
- DVD implemented as two FOP
transactions in sequence
- Pledging implemented as a
FOP transfer to pledge account
All (primary, secondary)
All (MoF, CBE, Trade matching,
locked-in, internal system)
All
All, except those signaled in
phase 2
- Sub-custody with MCDR for
T-Bonds
- Sub-custody arrangements

-

Internal user for issuer’s services
Reports on demand of eligible
external users

MoF on-line access
EFSA on-line access

Classic repo?
Tri-party repo
Margin calls
Interbank pledging
DVD transactions
-

- Allocation
- Substitution
- Option to send securities leg to
MCDR for DVP
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Issue

Requirements by module
Registry module
Custody module
Clearing and settlement module
Collateral management module
Billing and accounting17
Supervision and control
System administration

7.

Phase 1
Screen based interaction
File exchange interaction

Phase 2
Webservices

?
?
?

?
?
?

GENERAL ISSUES

Standard modules to the System (not related to the core business) required to be defined:
 Billing and accounting
 Supervision and control
 System administration
After discussion with CBE, requirements that are generally developed in standard CSDs and in
other mission critical applications will be established. For example:






General processing schedule and calendar
Audit trail of all movements and transactions within the system and for access and
interaction of the different users.
Detailed catalogue of reports/information requests by service in each module available to
the different users (System administrator, and external users).
Communication of success or failure of each transaction to interested parties and to
designated internal users (operational and management).
Dual authorization in key interaction of users with the System.

Technical requirements for the System will also need to be defined. For example:
 Interface with users:
- Manual interaction on screen
- File Exchange
- Webservices
 Use of SWIFT messages and validation of their suitability for all message types and the
CSD environment.
 Use of ISO 20020 standards.
 Modularity and scalability of the system.
 High degree of standardization of similar processes within the System.
 Availability and performance
17

Requirements for i) Billing and accounting; ii) supervision and control; and iii) system administration will be
covered in the second version of the document.
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Annex 1: Data to be included in registry of issue
(“NM” means non modifiable)
-

-

-

-

New or existing issue (e.g. in another CSD –MCDR or foreign). If existing issue
which primary CSD, and sub-custodian if this is the case.
ISIN number (NM)
Issuer´s account (NM)
Issuer´s agent
Payment bank
Issue date (settlement date not to be included since it will change depending on the
placement date) NM
Maturity date NM
Days to maturity (not fixed terms in months or years) NM
Size of issue in monetary units and in nominal amounts
Coupon or discount NM
Type of coupon: NM
a. fixed;
b. variable: i) with or without spread; ii) reference used to calculate coupon; iii)
rules used to calculate coupon (e.g. date of reference used and source – e.g. libor;)
Periodicity of coupon (e.g. monthly, quarterly, semester, annual): enable to register
long and short coupons. That is that it is possible that coupons have an uneven
number of days. NM
Field in registry for
a. Date of registry (There may be different dates if there are increases of registered
amount to conduct re-openings or Securities Lending Facility by MoF)
b. Date of issue (the same for the whole issue ) NM
c. Date of placement (There may be different dates for the registered issue is placed
in tranches)
Primary market information:
a. Eligible placement mechanisms (direct placement at CBE of ex-CBE, auction at
CBE or ex-CBE.
b. Eligible buyers´ accounts (e.g. only banks may buy CBE´s deposits)
Secondary market information:
a. Eligible trading venues (e.g. OTC or specific trading system)
b. Eligible buyer´s accounts.
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Annex 2: Investor type structure to be included in all accounts at the time of opening
(TBD with CBE)
Proposal to be discussed
-

Resident/non-resident by country
Individual
Legal entity
o Public sector non financial
o Public sector financial
o Private sector non financial
o Non for profit organizations
o Private sector financial
 Bank (PD or non-PD)
 Investment bank (PD or non PD)
 Broker
 Pension Fund
 Mutual Fund
 Insurance company

Annex 3: GLOSSARY
Clearing: the process of transmitting, reconciling and, in some cases, confirming payment
orders or security transfer instructions prior to settlement, possibly including the netting of
instructions and the establishment of final positions for settlement (from BIS glossary).
System: the proposed clearing and settlement system to be operated by CBE
Module: an independent business unit within the system. The proposed system has six main
modules, namely: Central Depository, Custody, Clearing and Settlement, Risk and collateral
management, Billing, administration
Service: A single or group of complete transactions within a module for the benefit of users. It
could be a transaction that affects the status of a registered security or a set of reports.
Functionality: A phase of a transaction or a single transaction within a service. Different actors
may have differing access to the same service depending on the functionality.
Example of structure of system (TBD)
Unit in the system
Module
Central Depository
Services
Registry account administration
Custody account administration
Functionalities for custody account administration
Pledging

Authorized actors

Custodian
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Delivery free of payment
Account embargo
Account suspension

Custodian
Custodian
System administrator
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